URBAN
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COVID-19
HYGIENE
SCREENS
To assist the return to work for UK businesses Urban Square has
developed a range of Coronavirus Protection Screens for temporary
or permanent placement. We offer standard sizes to suit most
reception counters and desks and can create bespoke solutions
to meet the specific needs for Offices, Receptions, Canteens and
Restaurants where an off the shelf solution will not work.

www.urbansquare.net

Do not settle for a quick economical solution. Consider
appearance, longevity and practicality.
Glass is a great medium to long term solution. It’s easy to clean,
tough and hard wearing. It also accepts all non-abrasive cleaning
methods whereas acrylic can be too flexible, too easy to scratch
and requires specialist cleaners to avoid crazing or the panels going
misty.
The first question you need to consider is for how long the screens
need to be in situ. Current thinking is, until a vaccine has been
found.
If they are temporary then the design needs to be freestanding or
lightly fixed (bonded) so after removal the desk or counter can
revert back to normal without the need to replace or make good.
Most designs on the market rely upon mechanically fixed clamps or
feet which can leave ugly holes after removal.
At Urban Square we have designed a range of temporary and
permanent screen solutions not only with employee and visitor
safety in mind but with aesthetics and easy removal included.
You do not need to install ugly acrylic screens which detract from
your current look.
Our goal is to implement screens and dividers so they look like
they were part of the original design.
Our products offer the best in aesthetics, functionality and
performance. We are confident we can offer you the best system
for your project.
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DESK SCREENS
Using glass panels with metal connectors and channels we have designed a range of
solutions to cover different manufacturers designs and configurations of office desks.

DESK SCREENS
From singles up to back to back banks of 12 desks
or more our modular system of glass to glass
panels creates a safe working environment for each
workstation, enabling all desks to be used with the
dividers extending between the chair positions. These
can be temporary or permanent depending on your
scheme.

Using clear toughened safety glass the transparent
screens will not obscure vision or reduce light allowing
you to maintain the way you previously worked as much
as possible. With decades of experience in glass screens
and partitions we can meet complex requirements using
our wealth of knowledge of both systems and legislation
as to what can be used.

GET IN-TOUCH TODAY FOR A QUOTE
We are happy to quote for any screen design, from the very simple to the very complex.
Please contact us for a no obligation quote and survey if required and allow us to assist you in
the implementation of your social distancing measures within the workplace.
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RECEPTION SCREENS
Reception screens need to protect both visitors and employees
whilst enabling easy communication.

RECEPTION SCREENS
We offer a range of freestanding glass screens with steel feet in
RAL powder coated finish to suit your reception or corporate
image. With sleek, minimalist designs and speech holes or
letter windows our glass screens offer a quick and attractive
solution which can be mechanically fixed, freestanding or
bonded to any counter. We also offer floor standing and floor
fixed screens, either from floor to ceiling or secured

to the floor enabling you to reduce and direct the
flow of visitors and employees.To help with queuing
and ticketing we also offer full height floor fixed glass
balustrading with heavy duty base rails and 1.8m high
glass panels allowing you to minimise the loss of space
through social distancing measures and keeping the
visibility as it was before.

GET IN-TOUCH TODAY FOR A QUOTE
We are happy to quote for any screen design, from the very simple to the very complex.
Please contact us for a no obligation quote and survey if required and allow us to assist you in
the implementation of your social distancing measures within the workplace.
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CANTEEN & RESTAURANT SCREENS
New requirements for social distancing will severely limit
the use of staff restaurants and canteens.

CANTEEN & RESTAURANT SCREENS
With many companies choosing to scale back on their food offer
the need to maintain some kind of offer, whether for pre-packaged
food or hot drinks is paramount in having a happy work place. We
can install glass sneeze screens and protection screens around
counter areas to maintain social distancing from those serving. We
can include payment and delivery windows within the glass screens,
maintaining easy ordering, payment and collection to assist in a
speedy transaction, reducing the wait time and length of queue.

We also offer more simple freestanding counter and table
screens which can be repositioned as needed. For improved
germ protection we also offer glass wall solutions for easier
cleaning and better hygiene. With a non-porous hard-wearing
surface glass is an ideal material for use as a splashback to coffee
stations, serveries and bathrooms. Our glass splashbacks are
available in any colour to enhance the look of your walls and
bring added colour to the workplace.

GET IN-TOUCH TODAY FOR A QUOTE
We are happy to quote for any screen design, from the very simple to the very complex.
Please contact us for a no obligation quote and survey if required and allow us to assist you in
the implementation of your social distancing measures within the workplace.
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